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Measurement of the Velocity of Light 
I, XNTRODUCT ION 
Recent developments in different fields of experimental research make 
it appear possible to measure the velocity of light with an accuracy sur- 
passing that of previous measurements by several orders of magnitude, 
present probable error is about 3 parts in 10 , 
The 
7 
1) Continuously operated (CW) gas lasers provide for radiation 
sources which under proper conditions can achieve linewidths of a few Hz, 
short term stability of the order 5 kHz and wavelength resettability of a 
9 1,2 1 part in 10 
2) The technique of optical cavities (Fabry-Perot interferometers) 
has progressed so far that interferometers of a few meters length can be 
made with a finesse of a few 100 . 3 
3) Detailed cRlculations indicate4 that by the use of a traveling 
vave photocathode ray tube optical beat frequencies up to 10' Hz can be 
accurately measured, provided the reqonse time of composite rhaiocathodes 
is significant1.y shorter than 10 sec. -12 
With the use of t he  above techniques the velocity of light can be 
measured with a precision of about I part in lo9 or better when an inter- 
ferometer cf one to two meters is u w d .  
uhove pr%?cision ccrrespqnds to l i m i t  iitions inherent in the equipment, 
It must be emphasized that the 
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vhile the accuracy of the measurement ir limited by the prercnt length 
standard. 
io about 1 part in 10 . 
HgIg8 wavelength standard. 'Because of them limitations imposed by the 
length standard, efforts aiming a t  higher accuracy are meaningless unless 
a new length standard is developed. 
The accuracy of the presently accepted Kr86 wavelength standard 
8 A factor five iqrovement could be made uaing a 
Outline of the Velocity of Light Meaourement 
The measurement of 2 is based on the/' 
1) Measurement of the beat frequency, v1-v2, between two laser lines, 
and on the 
2) Simultaneous measurement of the wave number difference k -k 1 2' 
4 between the same two laser lines. 
The basic equation to obtain  is 
v1 - v2 
kl -k2 
c-- 
and the relative accuracy in 2 is 
3 
An important conclusion can be drawn from Eq. 2, If the beat frequency, 
vl-v2, is maintained constant in the experiment, kl-k2, the wave number 
difference to be measured, is also a conrtant. Thus, efforts in the experi- 
I .  -3 - 
i ment should be d i r ec t ed  toward s t a b i l i z i n g  t h e  l i g h t  source t o  a constant  
beat  frequency and measuring the  corresponding constant  d i f fe rence  of t he  I 
wave numbers, r a the r  than t h e  wave numbers themselves. 
A second important conclusion i s  tha t  i f  v and v a r e  generated i n  1 2 
1-v2 and, therefore ,  k -k t h e  same laser cavity,  t he  f luc tua t ions  i n  v 
1 2  I are cor re la ted ,  thus, 
and 
o r  
and 
This c v r r e l a t i o n  reduces the  requirement of t he  absolute  s t a b i l i t y  of t he  
laser l i n e s  and i s  of fundamental importance i n  obtaining the  des i red  p re -  
c i s i o n  i n  the  measurement of c. I 
I 11. DETERMINATION OF kl-k2. 
I The t o t a l  uncertainty i n  the  measurement of (kl-k2) i s  
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where the first term on the right represents the relative fluctuation of 
the correlated laser lines kl and k2 and-the last two terms represent 
fluctuations in the interferometer used to measure (k -k ). 
the finesse of the interferometer and q is a measure of that fraction of 
the finesse curve that can be reproducibly determined. 
advantage of the correlated fluctuations of k -k 
tion in the laser and the passive Fabry-Perot, a direct measurement of 
kl-k2 could be made with a precision approaching 1 part in 10" based on 
the expected signal to noise ratio. 
k -k therefore depends on limitations imposed by systematic errors. 
In addition to the errors discussed above, we must consider the 
F represents 1 2  
By taking full 
resulting from fluctua- 1 2  
The accuracy of the measurement of 
1 2  
error involved in the diffraction phase shift associated with the 
measurement of k -k 
These effects are currently under theoretical and experimental study in 
order to more precisely determine the nature of these errors. 
and errors due to irregularities in the mirrors. 1 2  
111. L U T  FREQUENCY DETECTION: 
In addition to the measurement of the wave number separation k -k . 1 2' 
the beav frequency Y l - v 2  = c(kl-k2) must be accurately determined. The 
; 
detai-s o 
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the frequency measurement procedure are g-ren in Appendix I and 
will be outlined here. 
We consider a photocathode-ray tube with a serpentine traveling wave 
deflection system. The two frequencies v and v having a frequency 
stability of 5 kHz strike the photocathode. Because the photocathode is 
a square law detector the number of photoelectrons emitted is proportional 
to 
1 2 
E2 = (E1+E2) 2 = E12+E2 2 + 2E1* E2 
2 When E is time averaged over an optical period, and El = E2 - Eo, 
where (v -v ) "I 
and enters a traveling wave serpentine deflection system operating at a 
freqiiency f i =  lo1' Hz and is focused on a fluorescent screen. 
Hz. The modulated electron beam is then accelerated 1 2  
Since the 
electrons are modulated i:t a frequency (v -v ) and deflected ac a, fre- 
yuencjr 5 ::he rcsuit!-ct~ ~~,.ttcrn o the gcreen i s  a series of n dct::, where 
1 2  
-v2 n x -  
- c  A i  iL is 
running pfit'ern. 
which has n cpen.b?r$ -.+.ere n is an Integer, say the nearest integer to 
; -, j,?t?gA:i 7 : :  2 *;?te pattern w i l l  be standing, otherwise, it is a 
,puck R running pattarn can be viewed through a screen 
0 0 
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v -v /ne 
t i p l i e r  a t  a frequency 
The running dot p a t t e r n  can then be detected with a photomul- 
1 2  
+p = n n - (vl-v2) 
0 
By measuring the  frequencies p and n, and knowing n 
(v,-v,)  z e c  be determined. 
{ l1-v2) 3 fin br: determined unambiguously by sweeping n over - 1% of i t s  
c e n t r a l  value.  
t he  photobeat 
0' 
Detailed calculat ions i n  Appendix I show t h a t  
c1 J-)z  -3: I_. : ?-c? .;..-iiracy 3 f  the  measurement of Y 1-v2 i s  shown i n  
10 Appendix I t o  be of t he  order 1 p a r t  i n  10 . Since v1 and v come from 
2 
the same ja,er, t h e  i incer te i i ty  i n  I) y V 2  is  
(v1-v2)6v 
A(v  -v ) - -I  
1 1 2  V 
14 If v 1  'u- 3 ~ 1 0  Hz, u -v, N- 1 0 l 2  Hz, R J ~  6 v l  15 kHz, then 1 L  
Here we e p - ~ . ~  see the  importance of :ne co r re l a t ed  f luc tua t ions  of v and 
v,, when 3.p.: :.-e &-.rived from the  sar? laser cavity.  The frequency 0 has 
ir t E a b i i . ,  
1 
& 
C : ; C C ~  l i n g  1 p a r t  i n  10'' and w i l l  be discussed below. p can 
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IV. EXPECTED ACCURACY 
t The uncertainty in the measurement of the velocity of light is given 
is expected to be 1 part C V 2  The uncertainty iii the measurement of v 
10 in 10 as discussed in Section 111 and Appendix I. 
The uncertainty in the measurement of k,-k, is discussed in Section 11, 
L L  
It is expected that this uncertainty will be limited 
such as the err@?:: involv?d in the diffraction phase 
k -k or in mirrc,;: irregularities. It is reasonable 1 2  
by systematic errors 
shift correction for 
to expect that the 
10 accuracy in tlw darcrminaticn of k -k could approach 1 part in 10 . 1 2  
The m o 3 t  E e r i o w  restri.ction on the accuracy of the c measurement is 
the limitation of  the currently accepted length standard. The wavelength 
of either 1- :,r h, ?lust be compared with the Kr86 wavelengtii standard and 
the accuracy cf this determination is limited to one part ir. 10 . Any 
greater accuracy than this means that a length standard differing from 
the i7it ernationally accepted one be used. 
better than 2 parts in 10 have yet to be developed. It may be desirable 
to regard the measurenent described above as a new length standard if 
other approaches do not prove fruitful. 
L 
8 
Standards reprodL,c*.ble to 
9 
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hogrear Report 
A High Frequency Phototube 
The photocathode-ray tube which is to be used in the measurement of 
the terahertz photobeat is being constructed on a contractual basis by 
Edgerton, Germeshausen & Crier, Inc. located in Bedford, Massachusetts. 
The current status of the phototube is that a prototype is to be delivered 
on or about August 1, 1965. Several technical difficulties involving the 
photocathode deposition and deflection system alignment have occurred and 
have been eliminated. 
B 10 Gc Deflection System Power Supply: 
The 10 Gc/s deflection syetem power supply has been completed, tested, 
and delivered. The system has been checked for phase, frequency, and 
power stability and has met all the specifications required for operating 
the deflection system of the phototube such that the accuracy of the 
driving system frequency is better than 1 part in 10" at an output power 
of 500 watts. Figure 1 shows the deflection system power supply apparatus. 
C Stability of the lasers 
It was stated in section I11 of this report that with a Stability of 
15 WIz for v1 and v2, v1-v2 has a stability of N, 50 Hz. 
necessary to show, that this stability exists. 
It is therefore 
Figure 2 shows a photo- 
graph of a sound shielded room in which two 1 meter internal mirror lasers 
are mounted on an isolated table. 
lasers is determined by photomixing the single mode output at an approximate 
1 mHz offset and looking at the frequency spectrum of the photobeat. 
The free running stability of these 
-9 - 
Figure 3 shows typical frequency spectra of the beat note which indicates 
that the short term (1 sec) free running otability of the lasero is 
between 15 and 50 kHz. It is important to note that the independent 
fluctuation rate of the two lasers is less than 3 kEIz and that the output 
io virtually free of fluctuations when the be8t frequency is observed in 
a time comparable to this rate. 
rate should be adequate for the preliminary investigation of the high 
frequency photobeats. 
The observed fluctuation and fluctuation 
A more serioua consideration is the long term stability of the lasers. 
In order to insure that the laser linea do not drift over a large fre- 
quency range in a period of an hour or longer, one m a t  stabilize the 
laser cavity to oome characteristic point on the atomic transition. 
a characteristic point is the center of the "Lamb dip" which is shown in 
figure 4 which is a graph of the output power as a function of the 
frequency difference (vL-vC) where v io the Larcr frequency and vc is the L 
frequency of the canter of the atomic line center of the laser transition. 
One can a l s o  use the dispersion of the "L.mb dip" in order to set to the 
center of the laser transition. 
the inversion density of one laser. The output is observed by photomixing 
the output of this laser with a second laser which is slaved at a 10.7 d z  
offset. 
1.15~ neon tranoition. 
the frequency modulated output resulting from the modulation of the inver- 
sion density whiph is used to rtabilitc the laser to the line center. The 
Such 
"he dispersion is obtained by modulating 
The detail.8 of this technique are given in Appendix I1 for the 
An error signal can be developed by phase detecting 
-10- 
advantage of this method of stabilization is that the output of the slaved 
laser, locked 10.7 mHz from the line center, is constant in amplitude and 
frequency . 
This locking technique has been used to etabilize the output of a 
pair of lasers with a long term stability of 1 mHz. 
D 30 Meter Interferometer 
About the same time that development of the photocathode-ray tube was 
started, work was also begun on the construction of a 30 meter long vacuum 
Fabry-Perot interferometer. A location in an unused mine about five miles 
west of Boulder was chosen in order t o  minimize man-made disturbances and 
to maximize the thermal stability. Construction of the interferometer was 
started: a) to make sure that a substantially improved speed of light 
measurement can be achieved even if some unexpected limitation such as a 
significant time spread in the photocathode emission should prevent the 
detection of beat frequencies approaching 1OI2 Hz with the photocathode- 
ray tube; and b) to investigate the systematic errors involved in 
measuring k -k 
quency of about 10l2 Hz, a substantially better measurement can be made 
with the 30 meter interferometer than with a considerably shorter device. 
Because of the supporting nature of the long interferometer part of the 
speed of light project, it i s  being carried out with a considerably lower 
level of effort than the high frequency phototube part. 
of the work has been done by University of Colorado graduate students. 
in order to help in determining whether, for a beat fre- 1 2  
A large amount 
I .  
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For a long interferometer it reemed difficult to mount the end mirrors 
frwu a spacer which is isolated from the earth as ita usually done for one 
or t'wo meter interferometers. 
installed in holes drilled in the granite floor of the mine tunnel at each en 
end of the path. 
the pipes connecting the boxes by flexible bellows. 
the stability of the mirror separation is determined mainly by the stability 
of the rock. 
a> microseisms caused by storms in the oceans which give variations at 
frequencies of roughly 0.1 to 10 Hz with an expected amplitude of about 
1 part in 10" in Colorado: 
cauaed by the moon and having a 12 hour period and an amplitude of 
roughly 5 parts in 10 . 
Instead, piers to hold mirrors have been 
The vacuum boxes mounted on the piers are isolated from 
With this arrangement 
Known sources of fluctuations in the pier separation are: 
b) rock tides (also called solid earth tides) 
9 
Preliminary measurements with the 30 meter vacuum Fabry-Perm inter- 
Cornmeter have been made using temporary mirrors of 1/20 wavelength 
c t v  dlity and 50 meter radius of curvature. 6328 A light from a helium- 
---. , TI laser was approximately matched into the axial modes of the inter- 
cometer and fringes were observed In the transmitted light by sodulatlng 
:ne laser frequency at several hundred He. 
about 30, corresponding to an interferometer mode width of about 150 kHz. 
Jc3eful measurements of the path stability have not yet been possible 
t-.-cause the laser used so far has some air in the path between the mirrors 
c * j 2 2  is therefore subject to frequency fluctuations as the atmospheric 
density changes. However, the observed short term fluctuations in the 
Y inge position are consistent with the expected microseism amplitude. 
The observed finesse was 
_. 
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Plans for next Contract Period 
A) High Fr 2quency Phototube 
The schedule for the next contract period is as follows: 
1) It is expected that an experimental investigation to detect 
laser beat frequencies will begin immediately and that preliminary 
results of this investigation shall be obtained by January 1, 1966. 
Assuming that the laser photobeat experiment is successful, 2) 
a preliminary measurement of the wave number separation of the two laser 
;i:es will be made. 
phase shift corrections will be pursued. 
At the same time, investigation of the diffractioc 
B) 30 Meter Interferometer 
During the next year we hope to make measurements of the path 
sjh*hility by locking the laser to a stable 30 cm interferometer located 
- i l  :he vacuum and then observing changes in the long path fringe position. 
h’u c l s o  plan to measure the whole fringe number for the long path by t i i t  
. :nique of optical multiplication. Hopefully, results with the High 
+. -c,uenc:y Phototube will be availstle by the end of the year End will 
w h e  possible a decision on whether to speed up work on the ! m g  path. 
, 
I 
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APPENDIX I 
The Use of Terahertz Photobeats 
for Precise Velocity-of-Light Measurements. 
X. BAY and H. S. BOYNE 
Atomic Physics Diairion, Xntinnal Rzwea11 o j  Btantlartl - Il'askinyton, D.  C .  
_._ _- - - - _ _ _ _  __ --__ - - 
Estratto dn Rendiconli della Scuola Internnzionale d i  Fisica * E .  Fermi - XXXI Corso 
1. - Introduction. 
The coherent output from a continuous He-Ne gas laser[l] can be used 
;is a radiation source for the development of long-range interferometq. Inter- 
ferometer fringes have already been obtained for optical path differerces up 
to 200 nl [?I. The experimental rcsults of Javan indicate that with sufficient 
ruechanical and thermal isolation one can achieve linewidths of n fern Hz, 
stability of the order 5 kHz and wavelength resettnbility of a p2rt i.1 108[3]. 
With such a source, the limitations of any interferometric stiiclv a,e instru- 
~nental. 
Recause of the coherence of the laser radiation it is possible t;, measure 
acwurately the heat frequency bctveen two laser lines using phc tcmixinp 
t whniques [ i ] .  Detailed calculaticn,; presented below show that h j  &e use 
F . I  traveling-wave vathode-ray tub0 beat frequencies lip to the order oT 1O1%Hz 
, : I T ;  be accurately measured. TT’;th the interferometric study of the corre- 
ponding wave-number difference z precision of one part in lo8 for the I elocity 
(.C light rould be nchieved with :I path length of a few meters. 
2. - General description. 
The experimental involves measuring the wavelength of a stabilized He-Ne 
laser with respect to the wavelength standard, measuring the difference in 
wavelength between two laser lines, and measuring the difference in frequency 
between Ohe same two laser linec. If we hrcve two lines which are closely 
or 
and 
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,spaced, A, and A2, the frequency and wavelength in vacuum are given by 
v1 = CIA, , v2 = cia, , 
therefore 
Va 
This is the basic equation in which A,, AA, and Av are to be determined. 
It will be more convenient to express eq. (1) in terms of the beat frequency 
Av = LC) and the wave number separation K = k,  - k ,  where k = l / A .  Therefore, 
The uncertainty in the measurement of c is givev by 
The uncertainty of K is discussed jn the next Section. The uncertainty 
with which one can measure [I) will be discussed in Sect. 6. 
3. - Wavelength measurement. 
We wish to consider an evacuated Fabry-Perot scanning interferometer 
for the measurement of K .  The difference 1, - A, would be measured with 
1ine:tr scanning techniques which have been used successfully in the measure- 
ments of isotope shifts and in the comparison of spectral lines with the kryptoii 
standard. The linear scan could be accomplished with magnetostrictive invar 
spacers, or by changing the index of refraction in a linear manner[5]. 
23 - 1:cndiconti S.I.F. - XXXI. 
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The uncertainty in the measurement of AI with respect to the length standard 
depends, of course, on what is used as the wavelength standard. If 1, is 
tletermined with respect to the krypton standard, an uncertainty in the meas- 
urenient of i part in 10' i 4  expected[6]. The precision with which one call 
iaeasure AA 1= 1,- i2 depends on the spectral range and the fipesse of the 
i iterferometer. 
The instruinental linewidth of a Fabry-Perot interferometer is given in 
c.m-1 by A = 1/2LF where L is the spacer length and F is the finesse. If 8 
represents that fraction of the linewidth which can be determined reproducibly, 
the uncertainty in determining K is 6K = &A. Therefore 
One sees from eq. (3) that: 
1 )  For  given values of 6 K / K ,  F ,  and 8 the precision of the measurement 
i .  determked by the product Lw. Therefore, the higher ('J is, the smaller L 
\:.is to be. For example, i f  6 K / K  = F = 100, and b= 0.01 in the region 
f:vm 1.0 piti to J .3 pm [7], then for w = 10'0 Hz, L must be 150 meter whereas, 
f s w  o) =; 1 0 1 2  Hz, L = 1.5 meter. 
2 )  For given values of L, F ,  and d the prepision of the c measurement 
i ncreasex in proportion to the beat frequency o. 
We shall therefore attempt to measure the highest beat frequencies pos- 
sible ( L e .  10l2 Hz). The laser lines of interest in the He-Ne system are listed 
in the following table [ 8 ] :  
Laser lines 
- 
1.207 
1.199 
1.084 
1.080 
1.118 
1.115 
1.141 
1.139 
1.161 
1.160 
- 
Ii 
(cm-l) 
58 
40 
28 
14.4 
9.3 
w 
Hz)  
. 
1 .G6 
1.2 
0.83 
0.43 
0.28 
I .  
I 
I .  
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4'1. Frequency measurement. - The measurement of a 1012Hz beat fre- 
q w n c y  requires means exceeding common techniques. The frequency range is 
i> f:wtor 50 greater than frequencies which have been measured with photo- 
h u r f i t c  es tu &Lte [A] and ir considerably beyond the present capabilities of 
nii(*row;i,ve tei+lincllogp. We wish t o  examine in detail the possibility of mea,s- 
iiririg such frequencies using traveling-wave cathode-ray tube techniques. 
R:isicttlly, the measurement is visualized in the following way. The two 
I,ther lines of interest with electric field strengths 
E ,  = Eo COS (2nvlt + p) , 
E, = Eo COS (2nvzt) , 
are focused on a photocathode. Since the photocathode is a square-law detector, 
the number of photoelectrons emitted per unit time is proportional to 
(?I- 
&$ = &;{Cos2 (2nv,l+ p) + c0s22nv2t + 
+ cos [2n(v, -vaN + 971 + cos [2n(v, + vz)t + 971) . 
The optical frequencies v1 and v2 are -3.10" Hz and the beat frequency 
$ 8 :  - y2 p 1012 Hz. If Ee is time-averaged over an optical period then [9] 
(4) i3 = Ei{l  + cos [2n(v1 - Y2)t + 971) = q{l+ cos (2nwt + v)} 
; ~ n c l  is l O O o / b  modulated (assuming 
Y 
q i i d  amplitudes Eo of electric fields 
:xiid E*). The modulated electron 
1 ~ ~ - I L I  is now accelerated and enters 
into a traveling-wave deflection system 
;prating at the driving frequency 
D 2~ 1 0 1 0  Uz and is then fociued on A 
fluorescent screen. Since the electron 
Is'ig. 1 .  - Schsrnatic representation of the 
irtteIisity-moduldted cathode-ray spot. The 
dntb along the x-axis represent the projec- 
tion of the circular dot pattern. 
i .  
uemi is modulated at frequency w and deflected a t  frequency 52, the resultant 
,tisplay on the screen will be intensity modulated. 
111 thtb idea: wse of :lppwpriately phased simutaneous X and Y deflection, 
the t.:tthodc ray spot on the screen moves on a circle with frequency S (see 
Fig. I). Rccaiise of the intensity modulation of the beam a t  frequency (o, 
tlierc will be w/Q = n light spots on the screen. I f  n is an integer the spot 
pattcmi is standing. otherwise it runs around the circle. Such a running pattern 
( ~ i  be viwed throngh :L mask which has n openings where n is an integer, 
say the iicwext intt1g:clr to  w/Q. The number n will be referred t o  as the mask 
number. 
('onsider ii  niiisk Ini1d(> a s  a film with a transmission for light (from a 
fluorewent scrven) 
( 5 )  = $(1+ C O S  na) , 
where a is the polar :ingle around the center of the circle (Fig. 1). Such a mask 
w i l l  multiply the sweep frequency S by n. With no electron-beam modulation 
( ( 1 )  -- 01, a pliotrowll mountcrl to view the total fluorescent light intensity from 
the pattern through the mask would, in principle, have a response at the 
frequency n S .  When Ihe electron beam is modulated according to  eq. (4)  
tlic total light intensity seen through the mask is 
= ; I ,  [I + cos (L.tu,t -+ p) + cos 2nnSt + 
+ t cos [3n(w -t nQ)t + p] + g cos [2n(o - nQ)t + c.' I >  . 
This expre: sinn miic:t iiov be averaged 3ver a time equal to  the response time 
of ?tic fluorcwent 151 i v n  whi(l1i is much longer than the period l/o but shorter 
1 1 ,  :he period l / ( * t ~ - - - * f l ) .  Therefore, 211 oscillatory terms except the last 
tt.rTri vi11 average tcl yero and 
I+ -u - nQ = 0 thhe 
Y~ye8sn iI(l nntl i I o  depending on t h j  value of the phase constant e. 
O) - v 2 +  0, f oscilln~tes with a frequency 
Itcrn is standing and the intensity can be anything 
Tf 
Sinoc the mask nuinh~r n is a, fixed parameter chofien for the experiment, 
( 1 )  t . : i i i  btl t i t  tcwtlinctl b j  rne:isuring p and 9. 
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In the proposed measurement it is assumed that W N  1012 Hz, n = 100, 
SZ-10'0Hz can be varied over -1% of its center frequency so that the 
frequency p i , ~  10' t3z) can be fixed by applying a narrow band filter to 
the output of the photornultiplier. In this case there are two values of $2 
for whic'li the filter reflponds: 
Therefore 
Mwsnrement of 9, and $2- for a fixed frequency ,u determines w unambigously. 
It must he noted that the appearance of a unique doublet is bound to the 
conditions of the ideal experiment, that is, pure harmonic modulation of the 
beam and pure harmonic transparency of the mask. Departures from ideal 
conditions of modulation are discussed in the Appendix. 
It is interesting to point out that in the measurement of the frequency p 
the current of the photomultiplier is integrated over the response time of the 
lorn-frequency filter. This charge-accumulating feature of the experiment helps 
decisively in improving the signal-to-noise ratio appearing in the output, as 
compared to that existing in the photocurrent of the cathode-ray tube. For 
a photocurrent of 1010 electrons/s, there is on the average only 1 photoelectron 
appearing in the period of 100 beats vhile the relative fluctuation in the out- 
put  current, with a filter bandwidth of - l o s  Hz, is only - 3 parts in IO4 
(cf.  :Sect. 6). 
4'2. Application to one-deflection system. - In the proposed experiment the 
tfeleotion will be restricted to  one dimension (call it X) therefore the circular 
v-oticn of the spot must be projected on the X axis (Fig. 1) 
The mask is now a.ligned along the X axis and its transparency e is a func- 
tion of X 
1 .  
z. B A T  and 11. S. BOYSE 
I -  representing a wave structure in which the waves are compressed at 
each end (Pig. 1 and 2 ) .  Since in a 
full sweep period (a  changing from 0 
to 2 4  the beam spot passes t w i w  
along the mask, the number of va-ic's 
in the mask is n/2. It is reasonable 
now to  choose n as an even intcyyr 
in order to avoid half-waves in the 
mask. It is also desirable to malit1 
the transparency function symmetri 
around the center of the mask. This 
condition is satisfied i f  the mask 
number n is a multiple of 4. 
5. - Analysis of cathode-ray-tube response. 
Thus  f a r ,  we ILilve assumed that the response of the photocathode of the 
tube is sufliriently fast to modulate the electron beam with frequencies np 
to 10l2 Hz. We now wish to analyse this problem in detail. 
5'1. Correlation time of the electrowphoton interaction. - PERSHAN and 
BLOEMBERGEN [lo] have estimated this interaction time in metals to be of 
order z =- second a t  room temperature. This means that modulations 
(beats) in the light intensity can be detected up to l/z = 1014 Hz. ('orre- 
spoilding interaction times are not known for composite photolayers (Ag-0-c's 
cathode) but we shall assume them to be similar to  the above figure for piire 
mct:tls. Therefore we do not expect the electron-photon interaction time to 
he :t limitation in this experiment. 
5 I). T w n s i t - t i m c  nprfad i n  the phot&xyer. - If there is no delay due t o  
v l ~ t + v  m wr t tvriiig within the lattice, the electron which absorbs 1 cV inside 
t h  1:iger mist  traverse a typical layer thickness for t h e  photocathode 1)f 
I b i z )  'i i # i  i1tO1 t inip 
Thi.: t>ransit time will have a spread since the electrons are not all traveling 
normal to the surface and not all electrons traverse the full thickness of the 
layer. However, the average spread can be espected to  be less than second 
which woiild represent an upper frequency limit in this measurement of 1013 Hz. 
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5'3. Velocity spread of photoelectrons. - There is an energy distribution of 
electrons emitted from the photocathode which causes a spread in the electron 
birnc rlxr -+ 1009 +lie perrentage modulation. We shall assume that the 
energy ciis:* 1Sution ~ . h  ,,.i,jL:lelectrons emerging from composite photo cat hod^:, 
is similar io tnt: d!+triblltion for the alkali metals. Since we are interest..,; i., 
the normal energy distribution in the vioiaity 
of m:tnimum eiierpy, we shall use the theory 
of nu BRIDGE [ I l l  which applies to this situ- 
:Ition for pure metals and is confirmed by 
maximum energy attainable is given by 
:hToK 
precise experiments on potassium [12]. The _- --+ 
0 Ern 
energy 
b,, = hv - COC 
Yig. 3. - Norinal energy tiistri- 
hition of emitted photoelec- 
trons according to DuRridge's 
where is the work function. In case The solid line 
sents the distribution at Ct" K .  
~~ i s tr i~ lu t ion  at I'oOnl 
'"-' eV '*" @ P Li3i thus 'm "I' 4 eV* The (laShe,1 line indicates file, 
We take the distribution of u normal energies )) 
which i 8  R linear curve at 0 "K with the peak 
:it aero energy. At room temperature the max- 
iiniim of the distribution is shifted to  slightly higher energies (Fig. 3). Since 
the half width of the energy distribution curve is about the same a t  absolute 
zero and a t  room temperature the absolute-zero distribution will be used in 
order to facilitate calculations. 
ture. 
The linear energy distribution function is 
The velocity distribution is obtained from the energy distribution 
Y ( U )  dv = W ( b )  d b  
 id 4-M,vZ -- 8, where M is the election mass: 
m ~ l ( l  problt!m of spread will now be analysed on the energy scale i i u  1 the 
ve;ocity scale. 
1 )  F-,0rcy srale' 
I .  
I 
i 
I 
2 )  Velocity scxlc: 
E = (4/~:) ( v i  $2 - v*) dv r-. 4 (  1 /3 - 1 /5)/j, ,p == (H/15) c,, , i 
;i? 
(1.70) 
0 
t" = ( v i  us - v5) TI = 40; (I/4 -- 1 I S )  = ( 1 / 3 )  /g , - ( I  I r r )  
(150) A t 2 =  E--?'= ~:&(%-64/225) = ( 1 1 / 2 2 5 ) ~ : ~  (1/20)~:,  
(16n) r.m.s. Av (1/4.5)~,  . 
For both the, energy and velocity distribution the r.m.s. spread appears to 
ba about of the maximum value. Thus the spread in the electron bunciiiiig 
corresponds to 2 xv,/4 = v,/2 rather than v,. The detailed calculations will 
now be applied to the geometry of the cathode-ray tube where the photo- 
rjlwtrons are accelerated over a short path L atid fly over a long path through 
! he deflection system with uniform velocity. 
The time-of-flight spread caused by the initial velocity distribution will 
tw calculated for a uniform acceleration over a distance L and an initial 
c i i t q y  8 for the electron. Then 
. where E,,, is tlia inuximum energy attained by the accelerating electron and 
L 
P h i ?  h i e  of flight l'= /dx/v and 
0 
i ,  
I 
1 .  
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I 
1 a) 
:O)  
is the time of fliglit for B = 0. 
6/37,,, i i wpligihlt compared to the square root. Therefore 
For our case CY,,,= $e lT  and E,=2.8.1O4 eV so that  the term linear in 
i21) 
Jirw i7,, is the spced corresponding to the energy E,,,. The maximuni vmliie 
8 f the last term is 
i 22)  
: r r d  the im'iimum time q m a d  during tho: acceleration is for L = 1 cm i.; 
' .it  t~ the acceleration the electrons emerge with a velocity 
l i t '  in:~X:murn dwi;{,!ion from t,he time of flight corresponding to B = 0 is 
I 
I "  
%'or our case D-50 cm, Vm- 1 O 1 O  cm/s, and &'/Em = lo-'; 
I 
! 
I 
ATD = 2.5.10-14 s 
wliirh is i egligibk whrrl empared with eq. (23). M'e therefore cymcl, ,:$ I ~t 
only the time-of-flign! yreair brought about during the process of :I(T( l t ~ r ~ i ~  1 f ) ' l  
is of importance. This spread is (eq. (21)) 
( 2 l a )  
For a given v this spread is proportional to LIE,,,. i . ~ . ,  inversely propi  t I O I I  1 1  
to the accelerating electric field strengths. Since E,  determines tlw irri 1 1  
electron velocity and this has to be tuned to  the propagation velocity I I I  t ' iv  
traveling-wave deflecting system, there is probably not much choice I I I  t 
value of E,. One possibility of diminishihg AT is to  chooqe I, :I\ \i1i.611 I ,  
possible. Another possibility of decreasing the time-of-flight spread I \  21'. 4 11 
by the use of a noinmiform accelerating field, such that thc electric fitlld \trt.ilc: 1 1  
is made 1nrgc.r in the vicinity of the cathode. This can he achieved by the 1 1 w  
of a cmvcd (a.g., :ipliericnlly shaped) cathode. I n  the case mentioned : i h n x e  
(distance between cathode and accelerating electrode L = 1 cm, E,  : 2,; I 
:I curvature of the cathode of 1 cm radius makes the field at the c:ithodr. tvice 
the previous value, or DO kV/cm. This field strength is still tolerable for Feld 
cniiwion, which sets in above 100 kV/cm, and it  is preferable with resm (*I  to  
?>real.-down as compared to the uniform field with L = t em. The m:i \ i~  rcm 
t ime-of-flight spresd would be .10-12 s in this case, permitting higher-fret, 114 .it*;- 
operation of the tube. 
T'ic influciiecb of the time-of-flight spread on the niodulatiov int(iri\it\ \ \ i t !  
I 0-7 ?)e caI~~ulatt.~i. If (5 = 0 the intensity is 
I = Io[l + cos antot1 
F 
‘ .  
I 
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I. 
distribution and 
where t ’=  t - T o .  The second term within the bracket is 
V sin 2mTO- dv = a cos 2nwt‘- /? sin 2nwt’= y cos (2ncut’+ v) , 
Vm 
where 
( V ~ V  - v3) COS wT - I’ dv , 
O vm 
(27) 
i s the amplitude of the modulation. 
With the substitution 
vwT,, 
x = 2 n 7 -  = 2 n w A T , ,  
After calculation of the integrals one obtains 
24 
a = Tsinx,,+ [: --- 3 co6sm- [i + $1 9 
24 
zm 
Xm 
s inx , -~cosx , , .  
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The calculated values of a, B, and y for several vdues of (1: are given in Table I. 
In Fig. 4 y is plotted 218. s,. The value sm= 27s corresponds to AT, = 3.10-12 s 
as given in eq. (23) and o = 1.6.1012 Hz. 
f 
' 
4 
- - ~ -  
o 1 4 2  1 n 
I 
-I-- 
- 
100 1 93 
Fig. 4.  - I'ercc.nt,age modulation of the electron beam us. z = 2nAl' , / t  where A?',,, is 
the maximum time spread for the electrons and w is the beat frequency. 
- __- 
3nl2 2R 3n 4n 
- 
+ 0.029 I - 0.01 
+ 0.039 - 0.076 
5 1 7.6 
Writing speed limitation. - The discussion and analysis of the cbarac- 
teristics oi the image tube have been based on the performance characteristics 
of the E:(> &G Model KR-5 cathode-ray tube [la]. In  a similar tube GOLDBERG 
has reported a writing speed of 3.1012 spot diameter/s [15]. This speed is 
related to single shot experiments thus the beam intensity required to obtain 
;I, photograph in g.10-12 s is involved. In our repetitive (current accumulating) 
experinwnt the upper limit of the writing speed b) is given by the time-of-flight 
spretitl of c'lwtrons within the electron focusing and deflecting system. This 
1 inicwf-fligh! sproati has to be added to the ones calculated in the present 
:a nzlrsis for the photoelectron acceleration procedure. 
. t ' ~ u ~ ~ i i 1 ~  I ilttl path length from the accelerating grid to  the fluorcscent 
. t l r t b ~ ~ ~  t c t  lw 11 = :! and that nu electron can have R lateral displacement d 
wii t.i,i the :qwrtim of the beam. 
The path traversed by the elctron is then 21' rather than 22 and the dif- 
ferenw i i i  path length will cause a time spread: 
$ 
f 
. I  
. - -- . . I  -... . 
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For the EG&G tube 1 N 25 c:m and d = 0.25 cm, therefore Al= 1.26 .lo-3 cm and 
This time spread is less than the time spread in the acceleration process of 
the photoelectrons (eq. (23)). 
Conclusion: The analysis given in this Section shows that the upper fre- 
quency limit for the operation of the proposed tube is given by the initial 
velocity spread of the photoelectrons. If we require a beam modulation ampli- 
tude of 30 yo or-greater, the upper frequency limit of operation is - 1.5.1012 Hz 
with an accelerating field (at the cathode) of 25 kV/cm and - 3*1012 HI, with 
a field of 50 kV/cm. 
6. - Stability and noise in the frequency measurement. 
The accuracy in the measurement of the frequency 
i h  limited by the fluctuations in w ,  Q, and by noise current. 
Since the optical frequencies v1 and v2 are derived from two different oscil- 
ii3tions (resulting from two different atomic transitions) of the same cavity, 
the flcctuations in V ,  and v2 are correlated. By neglecting small nonlinear 
~1'l'ec.t~ of niodc pulling [16] 
I 
C v,= nl- 
2L 
C 
v 2  = n2-. 2L ' 
where n, and ?a2 are integers. Therefore 
c 
V I  - v, = 0 = (n, - .n,) - 2L 
and ~ O P  a small change 6L 
Bv, sv, Fw 6L 
V I  vq 0 L 
__- --E-=- .- 
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vhere v js cither on+’ of the optical frequencies. Thus, the fluctuation in o 
ih  diminished in  proportion to the ratio of the beat frequency and the optical 
fiwywnc~y. T,ikinE 4 v -  -+ 5 kHz \which appears to be the present long-term 
itability u i th  lasers [I;]) Art,-& 15 Hz for ~-1012 Hz. 
The sti\hility of tlw driving frequency Q can be made 1 Hz without great 
effort. Since s? is frequency multiplied by the mask number n in the ex11ar.i- 
men: and n-102,  the ma.ior fluctuation in ,u is expected to come from the 
instahility in s? rather than from the laser. Both instabilities result in the 
pre:ision of flJ t o  about) 0 1 1 ~  part in 10’0. 
The probability ch;irwter of the photoelectron emission results in shot 
noise. It mi br shown by R qualitative argument, that the frequency instability 
in the measurenient of p, caused by noise, is much lass than one part in I O I O .  
I n  the f~cquenry measurement, the output current I is a function of p. 
~ 1 1 ~  sensitivity of the measurement is proportional to  the slope S = d I (p ) / Jp .  
Therefore, an  uncertainty in the current 8I results in  an uncertainty 
The bandwidth of the filter, Ap,, must be larger than the bandwidth A p  
pivrri by the frequency fluctuation of the input signal. A reasonable value 
r’nr thtx filter bmdwidth i8 
Apf N 1OAp. 
I f  me consider a 20 irlicrowatt power output for each laser line and a photo- 
q s i ’ i l * i r n c s j  of IO-$ at 1 . 1 , ~  (81 photosu,fxe) then I = 1.6.10-9 A. With a filter 
I 
I .  
I 
c 
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bandwidth Ap, = lo3 Hz, 
Sp N 0.5 Hz , 
I 
7. - Summary. 
It was shown in H w t .  3 that a measuremtlnt of the wave-number separation 
R Y 50 em-’ could he made with a precision of one part in 108 using a Fabry- 
Perot interferometer of 1.5 meter length. 
Tt was dionii iri Scct. 5 a i i d  6 that the measurement of the beat frequency 
( O  == 1012 Hz (corresponding to IC = 40 em-’) is feasible end its precision could 
he made one part j r i  10’”. 
Therefore, a measurement of the velocity of light with a precision of one 
p:Lrt in 10% coiild he donr i n  a Inhorntory of conventional size. 
* * *  
It is a pleasure to thank P. L. BEKDER, R. n. HUSTOON, K. G. KESRLER, 
G. G. LUTHER, W. V. MARTIN, and W. G .  SCELWEZTZER for several illuminating 
disciissions. 
D::i;arturcs from the ideal conditions of modulation. 
(11.1) 
A genmil rcmitik can be made about the amplitude a,. Since i t  is planned 
to nieitsiir(’ the very hyehest frequencies detectable in the experiment, the 
Iiig1ir.r I~rrnonic~.: k of ( r )  will not be wAl resolved. Thus beyond k = 0 and 
i, i ,  thc. (1, ;ciiiplitudcs will 17,ipidly decrcise with incressing k 
I 
! I 
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I .  
I 
I 
There are several effects which would give rise to  the anharrnonicity of 
the tr:in\p;ircnry funrtion. Such effects are, for example, 
a )  the wave structure of the mask is distorted, 
b )  the mask transparency may not be sinusoidal. 
111 using the mask in the high-frequency-beat experiment, errors appeiir if 
r )  tlw lluorwwit .;(wen illumination is not linear with beam intensity, 
ti) tlir bc:m dcflrc%ion is not exactly centered around the center of the 
c)  the ;mplitude of the beam deflection does not eactly match the size 
f )  the photomultiplier does not give a uniform response to  the full 
(I) the X-deAec%ion of the beam is not sinusoidd in time, etc. 
nl:Lsl<, 
of the 1na4k, 
c~-.tcri>icin of the kask, 
It is iniportant to point out that all the imperfections a ) ,  ..., g ) ,  and 
others, can onlv lend tt) n simple line spectrum given by the Fourier expansion 
oL eq. (h.1) with the frzquencies Zf2 and amplitudes a t .  This can be seen in 
tlip following w a v .  Let the trarispnreiicy (as seen by the photomultiplier) 
Iw wny function F(s) of the position co-ordinate in the mask. Now the position 
co ordinate of the moving beam spot will be 8 periodic functton, say ~ ( t ) ,  of 
the time, i .e . ,  
g(2 1- 2 )  = PO) 9 
where T = I/S. Thus F(r) = F[cp(t)l IS a periodic fnnction of the time with 
tlir period T. 
’l’hcrefore, impcrfrctions in the rn isk and ill its use can be characterized by 
the statement that the mask numb1.r splits up into a spectrum of integers E .  
Tlic hrendth of this spectrum deperdr on the imperfections, but certaiclv the 
values of 1 which are near .n will bt thp most significant in the experiment. 
1 Iwrefort. N ,  lor wliivh t he  mask i s  prepared, still retains its signifimn le and 
\\ lli f w i l r c  I’ be c ~ i l k ~ i  the ma& nu ilber. 
111 cwntr:Lst to thr single doiib’I L of the ided experiment, the h,trziicinic.s 
i i j  pq. (>I.]) le:id t o  ;L multiplicity of beats in the output of the p idotube .  
T ! i p ~  , i t  (1 cilr.u.:\ctci.is(’tl bv the freq-,?r -ies 7ito - 1n. Tn case the 1ow-ficq:irncy 
i i ;  t t : I (  i~ i iwi ,  o w  obtain.; 
( 1  2 )  k o ~ -  iQ= & p .  
I) F~ ih t  hc C‘IW K -= I is tirated. For each value 1 a doiiblrt 
(11.3) 
i L  obtained with the writer .Ql = o / l  and doublet separation Spccll. The wntrrs 
of tlie 7-th and ( 1  $- I ) - tJ l i  doublet are separated by 
9, - 
consequently 
and also 
(11 .4 )  
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On,,, 
Q 1 -  a,+, 1 =  
Thus (q. (A.4)  gives means for the determination of the (( order number o 1 of 
:I doublet by measuring the frequencies of the doublet centers and using t,he 
(( order separations o, 9, - D,+, or Q,-, - Q,, of neighboring doublets. 
The knowledge of the order number I determines the high frequency to  be 
measnrcd as 
(A.5) w = 152, 
without ambiguity. 
The knowledge of the mask number n facilitates location of the doublets 
when arranging an experiment. For example if n = 100, the doubleb separation 
is expected to  be - 1 ;/, of 2p and the order separation N 1 yo of Q. 
2 )  For k > 1 only the beats between ko and 1'- klQ can result in low 
frequencies equal to  p. For these 
These lines appear witkin the doublets given generally by eq. (A.3) and repre- 
sent lines which are a t  the distances & p / 2 ,  rfrp/3, j-p/4. ... from the center. 
It is to  be expected that their amplitudes decrease rapidly with increasing k .  
If they can be detected they can be utilized as additional information for the 
determination of the doublet centers. 
Model experiments. 
With t l w  iriask of Fig. 3 model experiments have been performed with 
J2 was slowly varicci around lo5 Hz. The output of the filter was viewed on 
an  oscilloscope and i t  also was introduced through a diode demodulator into 
a recorder. The frequency was read on a freqhency counter. The recorder 
output as a function of D is shown in Fig. 5.  The doublets appear a t  the fre- 
quencies as expected. The separation in the doublets is 
I .  ' 
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and the separation between neighboring doublets is 
--= lo’ 103 H ~ ,  
100 
No additional lines within the doublets (corresponding to k >  1) could be 
detected in t,hc experiment. 
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APPENDIX I1 
He S. h p  
M. H. Birky 
W. C. Schuaitret, Jr. 
A t o m i c  Phyricr Divirion, Nathnal Buruu of Bf.ad.rdr, Warhin~ton, D. C. 
A n  arperlmental  1nvart ig . t ion of the d i rpe r r ion  c h ~ r a c t e r l r t i c r  
1 of the  1 . 1 5 ~  He-Ne larer l ine (2rz-2p4) due t o  mode pwhing  e f f o c t r  
rhov8 t h a t  t h e  predicted bahavior of tho f raqwncy deviat ion Rv ro- 
8 U l t b g  from a v a r i a t i o n  in the relative iaver r ion  & n a t t y  above 
threrhold  i r  complicated by a neighboring neon abrorpt ion t r u u i t l o n .  
In order  t o  inves t iga t e  t h i r  perturbation n have obtained dl8per8iOn 
curver  by nrodulatlng t h e  inverr ion dmr i ty  i n  t he  following vayr: 
2 
a) Power modulation of the  plarmr d l r c h r g e .  
b) Modulation of Zo2 l eve l  In neon 
2 S Be level v i t h  tb 2 8 -. 
Modulation of 2p4 level of neon 
3 3 
c) 
by o p t i c a l l y  pumping 
2 3 P 1.083g He l ine .  
by o p t l c r l l y  purnpiag 
t h e  
it 
with t h e  1m4-2p4 .6096p line and t he  la5 -. 2p4 .59wyl 
line in neon. 
The experlmentrl  arrulgament ured f o r  obrerving the frequency 
dioperrion curve8 Is rchematizally reprerented in Figure 1. 
1.15~ Be-Ne laaers of 1 meter length and flat p l a t e  internal mfrror 
conr t ruc t ion  were locked together a t  a frmlwncy d i f fe rence  of 10.7 
me. 
Two 
3 
Since the  dominant frequency f luc tua t ion  rate of the  unlockod 
-18 rerearch v.8 rupported in p a r t  by NASA C0dd.d Space Fl igh t  
Center, Contract No. 3-49296(6) 
I .  
I '  -2- 
laser. wan a f e w  hundred cycles  and below, a servo loop gain which 
f a l l s  t o  uni ty  a t  1 Wz was used t o  lock system. 
bea t  no te  had a s p e c t r a l  v id th  o f -  4 kHz. 
The r e s u l t i n g  
4 
The modulation of the  inversion denoity SN vhlch r e s u l t s  i n  
t h e  frequency devia t ion  h v  i s  accomplished by modulating the  rf 
power or  by o p t i c a l  pumping as described below. 
frequency devia t ion  is detec ted  a t  t h e  d i scr imina tor  output.  
s igna l  is then fed i n t o  a phase sene i t ive  d e t e c t o r  tuned t o  the  
modulation frequency and displayed on t h e  y axis of an x-y recorder.  
The r e s u l t i n g  d ispers ion  curve  i o  obtained by slowly sweeping the  
length  of both lasers magnetostrictively and applying t h e  sweep 
vol tage  t o  the  x axis of the  recorder. The frequency deviat ion rjv 
depends on t he  d i f f e rence  between the laser frequency and t h e  f r e -  
quency of the atomic l i n e  cen te r  and i e  given by 
The r e r u l t i n g  
Thi6 
1 
where t h e  first term i n  the  bracket arises from t h e  v a r i a t i o n  of 
frequency puohing with the  depth of t h e  ho le  burned i n  the  gain 
curve and the second term i r  a l inea r  approxinution t o  the  d isper -  
sion of t h e  normal gain curve. - i n  the paasive cavity bandwidth 
Qn 
of t he  laser, yab,n is t he  natural  width of t he  l a e e r  t r ans i t i on ,  
Ku Is proport ional  t o  the  Doppler width, vn is t h e  l a s e r  frequency, 
Pn is the  cav i ty  frequency,9 (1: is t h e  frequency of t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  
a t  the  l i n e  cen te r  and rjN is the relative e x c i t a t i o n  above o s c i l l a -  
t i o n  threrhold.  
V 
ab/Ku This equation Is v a l i d  t o  f i r e t  order  i n  y 
-3 - 
c - I t $  
n 
Ku n and - which are of order  0.15 for t h i s  experiment. Rv approaches 
zero l i n e a r l y  as (p -I*%’) 4 0 provided there are no neighborind t r a n s i -  n 
t i o n s  whose dispersion contr ibutes  t o  C v .  Such a contr ibut ion is 
evident in a l l  t he  dispers ion curves shown i n  Figure 2. Since these 
c~~z-ves were taken usin;; 1 meter lasers  i n  s i n g l e  rmde operation, the 
-xirniw relatjvs e x c i t a t i o n  above threshold h N  is r e s t r i c t e d  to  
f7,-2kr 
45 ‘ 1 7 - l ~ ~  F i  3 L kHz. In  each of the curve8 i n  Figure 2 the m d u -  
Iat-ion of  the relative exc i t a t ion  was approximately 5% of RNmX 
thereby giving a 0 v .Y, 200 Hz. 
f o r  t h e  extreme values of (” -w).  keauming Ku - 500 MHz, then P , J  - 
T‘ a 90 i412. 
max 
V ‘Rerefore with y ah,v u, 90 MHz and - ‘v, 1.5 MHz, (nn-w) = 
Qn 
nAx 
yab was obtained by aolving equation 1 
n n 
ab/- 
Figure 213 shows t h e  results obtained by modulating t h e  rf 
power t o  the  discharge at a 4 kHz rate, thus modulating t h e  relative 
e x c i t a t i o n  of t h e  2s2 and 2 p 4  levels.  
a background of Y 650 Hz on the  observed t v  which is  due t o  the  
With rf modulation the re  is 
dispers ion 9f t h e  plasma electrons and t o  o the r  nearby neon l ines ,  
p r i n c i p a l l y  the  2p7-2s4 1.15252p absorption l i n e .  
3 3  Curve 2b was obtained 5y op t i ca l ly  pumping the  2 S-2  P 1.033~ 
Ke l i n e .  
levels is by energy exchange with the  2 S metastable helium, the  
Z36 He - 2s N e  exchange rate is  modulat&d (Figure 3). This type 
of modulation minimizes the  dieparaion e f f e c t  of t h e  e l e c t r o n  plasma 
Since t h e  p r inc ipa l  exci ta t ion mechanism of t h e  2s neon 
3 
b u t  s t i l l  a f f e c t s  the 2s  2pt+ t r a n r i t i o n  and caueen a o h i f t  of 4- 
-4- - 250 Ht i n  6 v  a t  the l i n e  center .  
p l i rhed  by modulating the  i n t e n s i t y  of a He Ceirrler tube placed 
about 4 incher from and parallel t o  the larer di rcharge  tube (Figura 1). 
The r ad ia t ion  from t h e  lamp was confined t o  t h e  region around the  
laser dl rcharge  by diffuse r e f l e c t o r s .  
t i o n  war found super ior  t o  a 1enb syotem. 
w a s  modulated a t  a 4 kHr rate. 
imately .OS fiN- which i r  l imited by the  i n t e n s i t y  of the  lamp. 
The o p t i c a l  p q i n g  waa accom- 
Thio method of l i g h t  co l l ec -  
The i n t e n s i t y  of the lamp 
This produced a modulation of approx- 
Curve 2c was obtained by modulating the  population denr i ty  of 
t h e  lower 2p l e v e l s  of neon with a Ne Geirrler tube replacing the  He 
lamp i n  the  configurat ion described above (Figure 3). The neon lamp 
modulates both the  2p4 and 2p7 levels  which con t r ibu te  a background 
t o  Av as seen i n  Figure 3c. However, the e f f e c t  of the  2s -2p 
t r a n s i t i o n  is considerably reduced. X t  is i n t e rao t ing  t o  note  the  
r e s u l t s  of attempts to i s o l a t e  spec i f i c  Ne l inea .  A reriea of 
Corning high frequency sharp cutoff  filters waa used t o  i s o l a t e  the  
ls2-2p t r a n r i t i o n .  Optical  pumping with t h i o  l i n e  had a neg l ig ib l e  
a f f e c t  on the  modulation of the  2p4 level population. 
4 7  
4 
Curve 2d was obtained i n  a manner s i m i l a r  t o  2c except  t h a t  
narrow bandparr f i l t e r s  were used t o  d iscr imina te  aga ins t  t h e  leve la  
connecting the l a  levels t o  the 2p7 level. The r e l a t i v e  i n t e n r i t i e s  
of the pe r t inen t  lines both w i t h  and without the narrow bmdpaor 
filtera ara ao follawr: 
, .  I 
Narrow Band 
Trans it ion hrfiltared Ne Lrunp Filtered Ne 
6 
1 
2 
0.6 
7 1 s2 -2p la -2p7 
La5-2p 7 
3 
4 16 -2p7 
3 
1 
0.7 
0 
0 
25 
.25 
0 
1 
0.7 
It l a  seen that cuwe 2d more nearly approaches the result predicted 
by Equation 1. There i r  some asymmetry in the dispersion curve 
which is conceivably duo to a prarsurc induced asymmetry in the 
laser transition. 5 
In a11 three modulation rchemer the effect of modulating the 
relative excitation a180 causes a modulation in. tho output power 
of the larer line. 
relative excitation increases with increaring power. However, in 
In the caee of the rf power modulation the 
both the He and Na optical pumping an iiicrsrree in the intensity of 
the lamp causes the relative excitation above threshold to decrease. 
This correeponds to abrorption of the pumping radiation. 
The disperrion rerulting from modulation of the inversion 
density by optical pumping with neon can be ured to develop an 
error sign81 for stabilizing the 1 . 1 5 ~  line to the atomic line 
This fype of stabilization should be 8qtully effective 
/ 
for the .632& 3s2-2p4 laser llne. 
It l r  a plerrsure to acknowledge helpful discwrione with 2. Bay 
and G. C. Luther. 
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Sound shielded room showing 1 meter lasers used in 
beat experiment 8 
Figure 3. Typical frequency spectra of the beat notes between 
two lasers 
Figure 4. Plot of output power vs. frequency of the He-Ne laser 
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DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1.15-p He-Ne LASER LINE' 
(Ne d m o r p t h  tramition; JV) 
An experimental investigation of the dispersion 
characteristics of the 1.15-p He-Ne laser line (2s2- 
2p4) due to mode pushing effects2 shows that the 
predicted behavior of the frequency deviation 6v 
resulting from a variation in the relative inversion 
density above threshold is complicated by a neigh- 
boring neon absorption transition. In order to 
investigate this perturbation we have obtained dis- 
persion curves by modulating the inversion density 
in the following ways: 
H .  S. Boyw, M. M. Birky, and W. G. Schwcitzn; Jr. 
Atomic Physics Division 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D. C. 
(Received 30 April 1965; in final form 3 June 1965) 
1. power modulation of the plasma d i ~ h a r g e . ~  
2 .  modulation of 2s2 level in neon by optically 
pumping the 23S He level with the 23S 4 23P 
1.083-p He line. 
3. modulation of 2p4 level of neon by optically 
pumping it with the Is4 - 2p4 0.6096-p line and 
the 1s5 4 2p4 0.5944-p line in neon. 
The experimental arrangement used for ob- 
serving the frequency dispersion curves is schemati- 
cally represented in Fig. 1. Two 1.15-p He-Ne 
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lasers of l-meter length and flat-plate internal 
mirror construction4 were locked together at a 
frequency difference of 10.7 MHz. Since the domi- 
nant frequency fluctuation rate of the unlocked 
lasers was a few hundred cycles and below, a servo 
loop gain which falls to unity at 1 kHz was used to 
lock system. The resulting beat note had a spectral 
width of -4 ~ H z . ~  
The  modulation of the inversion density 6N 
which results in the frequency deviation Su is ac- 
complished by modulating the rf power or by q x i -  
cal pumping 2s described below. The resulting 
frequency deviation is detected at the discriminator 
output. This signal is then fed into a phase-sensitive 
detector tuned to the modulation frequency and 
displayed on the y axis of an x-y recorder. The 
resulting dispersion curve is obtained by slowly 
sweeping the length of both lasers magnetostrictively 
and applying the sweep voltage to the x axis of the 
recorder. The frequency deviation 6u depends on 
the difference between the laser frequency and the 
frequency of the atomic line center and is given by2 
sv 2 1 {[I - 2yab ] yab(an - 0 )  
"-2Q VaG 2ya2 + (a, - W)Z 
where the first term in the bracket arises from the 
variation of frequency pushing with the depth of 
the hole burned in the gain curve and the second 
term is a linear approximation to the dispersion of 
the normal gain curve. v/Q. is the passive cavity 
bandwidth of the laser, ydln is the natural width of 
0 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 
10.7 MC 1.E AMP 
DISCRIMINATOR 
AND 
LIMITER 
OPERATIONAL 
'  
111 F I  I 
LOCK IN 
DETECTOR 
PZT X-TAL 
RECORDER TO SWEEP 
COILS MAGNETOSTRICTIVE 
SWEEP 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experimental arrangement used 
for observing the frequency dispersion. 
1 August 196% . 
the laser transition, Ku is proportional to the Dop- 
pler width, u, is the laser frequency, R, is the cavity 
frequency, o is the frequency of the transition at 
the line center, and 6N is the relative excitation 
above oscillation threshold. This equation is valid 
to first order in Yab/Ku and (a, - w ) / K u  which are of 
order 0.15 for this experiment. Sun approaches 
zero linearly as (a, - o) + 0 provided there are 
no neighboring transitions whose dispersion con- 
tributes to 6u. Such a contributim is evident in 
z!! the dispersion curves shown in Fig. 2. Since these 
curves were taken using 1-meter lasers in single- 
mode operation, the maximum relative excitation 
above threshold SN,,,,, is restricted to 1%-2%. 
Therefore with Yab/,, 2 90 MHz and vlQ. = 1.5 
MHz, (a, - o) = 45 MHz, Sum,, = 4 kHz. In each 
of the curves in Fig. 2 the modulation of the rela- 
tive excitation was approximately 5% of SN,, 
thereby giving a 6u = 200 Hz. Yab was obtained by 
9 
I '  
( a n  - W ) +  MHI 
Fig. 2. Experimental dispersion curves: (a) dispersion re- 
sulting from rf power modulation, (b) dispersion resulting from 
He optical pumping, (e) dispersion resulting from unfiltered 
Ne optical pumping, (d)  dispersion resulting from filtered Ne 
optical pumping. 
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solving Eq. (1) for the values of (a - w )  at the ex- 
tremes of the dispersion. Assuming Ku = 500 MHz, 
then Av,, = yab,,, = 90 MHz. 
Figure 2a shows the results obtained by modu- 
lating the rf power to the discharge at a 4-kHz rate, 
thus modulating the relative excitation of the 2s2 
and 2p4 levels. With rf modulation there is a back- 
ground of ~ 6 5 0  Hz on the observed 6u which is 
due to the dispersion of the plasma electrons and 
to other nearby neon lines, principally the 2p , -  
2s4 1.15282-p absorption line. 
Curve 2b was obtained by optically pumping the 
23S-23P 1.083-p He line. Since the principal exci- 
tation mechanism of the 2s neon levels is by energy 
exchange with the 23S metastable helium, the z3S 
He + 2s N e  exchange rate is modulated (Fig. 3). 
This type of modulation minimizes the dispersion 
effect of the electron plasma but still affects the 2s4- 
2p4 transition and causes a shift of -250 Hz in 6v at 
the line center. The spticd pumping was accom- 
plished by modulating the intensity of an He Geissier 
tube placed about 4 in. from and parallel to the 
laser discharge tube (Fig. 1 ) .  The radiation from the 
lamp was confined to the region around the laser 
' s3 
1% 
He Ne 
Fig. 3. Partial energy-level diagram of the pertinent He and 
Ne levels involved in the optical pumping method. 
discharge by diffuse reflectors. This method of light 
collection was found superior to a lens system. The  
intensity of the lamp was modulated at a 4-kHz rate. 
This produced a modulation of approximately 
0.05 6N,,, which is limited by the intensity of the 
lamp. 
Curve 2c was obtained by modulating the popu- 
lation density of the lower 2p levels of neon with a 
Ne Geissler tube replacing the He lamp in the con- 
figuration described above (Fig. 3). The neon lamp 
modulates both the 2p4 and 2p, levels which con- 
tribute a background to 6u as seen in Fig. 3c. How- 
ever, the effect of the 2s4-2p, transition is consid- 
erably reduced. It is interesting to note the results 
of attempts to isolate specific Ne lines. A series of 
Corning high-frequency sharp-cutoff filters was 
used to isolate the ls2-2p4 transition. Optical pump- 
ing with this line had a negligible effect on the mod- 
ulation of the 2p4 level population. 
Curve 2d was obtained in a manner similar to 2c 
except that narrow bandpass filters were used to dis- 
criminate against the levels connecting the 1s levels 
to the 2p,  level. The relative intensities of the perti- 
nent lines both with and without the narrow band- 
pass filters are as follows: 
Narrow Band 
Transition Unfiltered Ne Lamp Filtered Ne 
lS2-2P7 6 0 
k-2P7 1 0 
ls4-2P, 2 .25 
lS5-2P7 0.6 .25 
lh-2P4 3 0 
lS4-2P4 1 1 
k-2P4 0.7 0.7 
It is seen that curve 2d more nearly approaches the 
result predicted by Eq. ( 1 ) .  There is some asymmetry 
in the dispersion curve which is conceivably due to a 
pressure-induced asymmetry in the laser transition.6 
In all three modulation schemes the effect of 
modulating the relative excitation also causes a mod- 
ulation in the output power of the laser line. In  the 
case of the rf power modulation the relative exci- 
tation increases with increasing power. However, in 
both the He and N e  optical pumping an increase in 
the intensity of the lamp causes the relative exci- 
tation above threshold to decrease. This corresponds 
to absorption of the pumping radiation. 
The dispersion resulting from modulation of the 
inversion density by optical pumping with neon can 
be used to develop an error signal for stabilizing the 
1.15-p line to the atomic line center., This type of 
stabilization should be equally effective for the 
0.6328-p 3s2-2p4 laser h e .  
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